
Longtime Phase 1 Investor readers know that in our search for 300%… 500%… and even 2,000% winners,
we prize few ideas as much as a “royalty” company.

When it comes to making early “venture capitalist” type gains with small, emerging companies, our research
focuses on two crucial sectors… One is tech/biotech. I don’t need to tell you how much wealth can be generated
for shareholders when a small tech/biotech company hits upon a revolutionary new service or product. The returns
can be extraordinary.

The second sector is resource exploration and development. Small companies that find large energy or metals
deposits offer investors the chance to make hundreds – or even thousands – of percent gains. Our recent 500%-
plus gain in ATAC Resources demonstrated the power of this idea.

When it comes to resource development companies, the greatest possible outcome is when we buy early into a
company that not only allows us to profit from the initial finding of a big deposit, but also maintains an ongoing
royalty on that deposit.

In simple terms, a royalty is a company’s right to receive ongoing payments from the development of that
resource… for as long as it produces. 

In some cases, royalty payments mean decades of steady cash flow, adding up to hundreds of millions of dol-
lars. And keep in mind: Royalty owners don’t have to do any additional work after their initial vetting and invest-
ment process. They simply sit back and collect cash for years. That is the beauty of a royalty.

Consider Royal Gold… A penny stock with a market cap less than $50 million, Royal Gold entered the mar-
kets quietly in 1992. Research giants like Merrill Lynch and Goldman Sachs didn’t know the company existed.
Most mutual funds steered clear of it, too.

But after securing a portfolio of rich royalty deals… Royal Gold shares ascended from a penny stock to more
than $60 a share. The company has generated returns of more than 100,000% since 1992. That’s not a typo.

Or look at Silver Wheaton… Following a similar royalty-focused strategy, Silver Wheaton shares climbed from
around $3 in 2005 to near $40 today. That’s a gain of more than 1,200%. 

These are two of the greatest success stories in stock market history. And at Phase 1, we’re always on the look-
out for “The Next Royal Gold” and “The Next Silver Wheaton.” 

And in this month’s issue, we’ve found the best Next Royal Gold candidate in the market today…

Few people have heard of this royalty-focused gold stock… It’s well-run and profitable (a rarity for penny-
stock gold companies). And yet, shares trade for a bit more than $1.
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More important, its management has a track record of success. Its brilliant young CEO is a former Silver
Wheaton executive… part of the team that built the silver-royalty company into a multibillion-dollar enterprise.

That’s why this month, we’re recommending his latest venture: Sandstorm Gold (TSX V: SSL).

‘One of the Best Business Models I Have Ever Seen’

A gold royalty is the right to receive a certain amount of production from a mine. A royalty company will give a
miner an upfront payment – a big chunk of cash – to help finance a project. Instead of treating this payment as a loan that
will be paid back at a future date, the royalty company gets a percentage stake in the future production of the project.

For example, Royal Gold receives royalty payments from 32 producing mines. Its biggest royalty stream comes
from the Andacollo mine in Chile owned by Teck Resources. Teck specializes in copper, coal, and zinc production.
However, the ore from Andacollo also contains a significant amount of gold.

Teck sold an interest in the gold produced at Andacollo to Royal Gold in exchange for an upfront payment of
$270 million. Under the agreement, Royal Gold receives 75% of the first 900,000 ounces of gold mined. Afer
that, it gets 50% of the gold.

This agreement provided more than half of the $440 million in capital costs for the Andacollo project.
Meanwhile, Teck’s financial interests remain focused on the copper produced at the mine. Over the next decade,
the project will generate hundreds of millions of dollars in profits for both companies.

These royalty agreements benefit mining companies by providing access to the capital needed to pay for
exploration and development costs. In exchange, the royalty company gets a piece of the upside without having to
worry about the day-to-day operations and planning. In essence, the royalty company just sits back and collects the
gold profits from someone else’s mine.

Most S&A subscribers are familiar with Steve Sjuggerud’s work. He writes True Wealth, one of the most widely
followed financial newsletters in the industry. Steve’s track record is one of the best in the business.

Steve recommended Royal Gold in early May. His subscribers are already up nearly 20% on the stock. He told
subscribers Royal Gold’s royalty-streaming model is “one of the best business models [he’s] ever seen.” 

For investors, these gold royalty companies have a few major advantages over common mining companies.
The biggest advantage is the limited exposure to cost overruns. In any early-stage mining project, the biggest risk is
higher-than-expected costs. 

The checklist below shows a basic overview of the benefits of the royalty model. Royalty companies get the
upside benefits of mining projects while avoiding the potential pitfalls that can sink a small mining company…

The best example of the enormous risks involved in mining is the Cigar Lake mine in Saskatchewan, Canada.

Royalty Company
Mining Company (Sandstorm)

Leverage to Gold Prices x x
Exploration Upside x x
Production Rate Upside x x
No Upfront Cost Overruns x
No Sustaining Costs x
No Exploration Costs x
Fixed Cash Costs Forever x
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Cigar Lake is the world’s largest undeveloped deposit of high-grade uranium. Cameco - the largest uranium
producer in the world - has a huge stake in the mine.

In 2006, Cigar Lake was supposed to begin production. However, a rock fall caused a catastrophic flood in
the mine. At first, the company thought the project would be delayed for a year. No big deal, right?

Wrong. The problems turned this once-exciting property into a nightmare.

Five years later, Cigar Lake is still under construction. Production isn’t expected to begin for at least another
year. Since the flood occurred, Cameco has spent nearly $1 billion on production costs for a mine that is still not
producing uranium.

If a small company encountered the same problem as Cameco, it would be bankrupt. How many small- or
mid-cap resource companies have $1 billion to spend on a nonproducing mine?

Cigar Lake is an extreme example. But from the first day of digging a new mine to the last day of production,
countless things can drive up costs.

Operating costs can soar as a result of inflation… The costs for mining equipment could rise… Experienced
mining professionals may want more money… A company’s initial cost projections can also be way off if the grade
of ore found is lower than expected. That means more processing will be needed. 

Royalty companies avoid these pitfalls. They put money into the projects upfront. When the mine pro-
duces, they get paid a certain percentage. If the mine does not produce or encounters problems, the royalty compa-
nies are not responsible for those excess costs. 

In fact, some royalty agreements are set up so the initial payment is paid back if the mine does not produce.
Also, a royalty company will sometimes receive interest on its money until the mine produces. 

Sandstorm has several royalty agreements that include these special clauses. They help protect the company
and its investors by ensuring the royalty company gets a good deal even if a project runs into problems. 

The Only 100% Pure Gold Streaming Company 

Sandstorm Gold is a $316 million early-stage gold royalty streaming play. It began trading on the Toronto
Venture Exchange in August 2008. One month later, the company hired Nolan Watson as President and Chief
Executive Officer. 

Nolan is the former Chief Financial Officer of Silver Wheaton
– a mining company listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
Nolan helped raised more than $1 billion in debt and equity to
fund Silver Wheaton’s growth. 

In less than three years at Sandstorm, Nolan already raised
more than $240 million. This cash has been used to finance other
small mining companies. Sandstorm makes money by collecting
royalties (a certain percentage) on the gold that’s produced from
these companies.

To date, the company has portfolio interests in six projects.
These projects are in politically stable North and South America.

Buying properties in stable locales is one of the company’s top priori-
ties. This reduces risk and creates a more predictable revenue stream.
Another priority is buying into small companies with strong management.
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Another priority is buying into small companies with strong management.

This is where Watson’s expertise comes in. 

Nolan looks at hundreds of small gold companies each year. Some have little chance of producing anything.
Others have strong management teams and sit on property with huge gold-producing potential.

Each one of these small companies is looking for financing. That gives Nolan the power to dictate favorable
royalty terms for Sandstorm.

Let’s take a look at Sandstorm’s six royalty properties… 

In May 2009, Sandstorm began its business by acquiring royalty steams in the Aurizona project in northern
Brazil and the Santa Elena project in northern Mexico. 

The Aurizona project is 100%-owned by Luna Gold (TSX V: LGC). Sandstorm acquired 17% of the lifetime
production at Aurizona in exchange for an upfront payment of $17.8 million in cash and 5.5 million shares of
Sandstorm. The company will pay Luna $400 per ounce of gold it receives. 

Aurizona is Sandstorm’s most-developed project. In 2010, Sandstorm’s take was 2,017 ounces. That number
will increase sharply as the project reaches full production capacity. In 2011, Aurizona is expected to produce
50,000 ounces of gold. By the end of 2013, the project is expected to produce 100,000 ounces of gold each year.
At that point, Sandstorm will be receiving 17,000 ounces per year. Using current gold prices of $1,500 per ounce,
Sandstorm’s gold sales from this project would total $25.5 million per year. Subtracting the $400-an-ounce pay-
ment, Sandstorm would make an $18.7 million annual profit on this gold stream.

Now think about this: Aurizona is its most mature project, yet the amount of gold it receives is expected to
quadruple in 2011. 

More important… Less than two months ago, Sandstorm and Luna announced positive results from a set of
seven new holes drilled at Aurizona. The results showed rich deposits that contained more than four grams of gold
per tonne of ore.

These latest assays were in an area that hadn’t undergone extensive exploration. The Aurizona project could
end up producing more than anyone previously imagined. The best part is Sandstorm won’t be responsible for
putting up any of the money needed to pay for expanding the project. 

Currently, Sandstorm’s share of the proven and probable reserves at Aurizona amounts to more than 124,000
ounces of gold. Assuming a stable gold price of $1,500 per ounce, Sandstorm will make more than $136 million
on this stake. Not bad for a company with a market cap of $300 million.

Now let’s take a look at Sandstorm’s other interests…

Santa Elena is a solid long-term deal with a ton of upside. Owned by SilverCrest Mines, the project is expect-

Project Location Owner Date of Royalty Est. Annual
Agreement Gold Production*

Aurizona Maranhão, Brazil Luna May 2009 100,000 oz.
Santa Elena Sonora, Mexico SilverCrest May 2009 35,000 oz.
Summit New Mexico, U.S. Santa Fe Sept. 2009 1,000 oz.
Ming Newfoundland, Canada Rambler March 2010 1,000 oz.
Black Fox Ontario, Canada Brigus Nov. 2010 110,000 oz.
Bachelor Lake Quebec, Canada Metanor Jan. 2011 60,000 oz.
* Once the project reaches full production capacity.
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ed to generate 35,000 ounces of gold and 600,000 ounces of silver annually for the next eight years. Sandstorm
will receive 20% of all the gold produced by Santa Elena for a purchase price of $350 per ounce – more than 75%
less than gold prices today. 

Production at Santa Elena began last year. Sandstorm purchased 187 ounces of gold from the project during
2010. Based on 2011 production goals, this number will jump to 4,000 ounces this year. Longer term, Sandstorm’s
share of proven and probable reserves at Santa Elena amounts to roughly 68,000 ounces of gold. 

After signing deals for Aurizona and Santa Elena, Sandstorm’s next royalty agreement was a relatively small $4
million payment for a stake in the Summit silver-gold project in southwestern New Mexico. 

Sandstorm agreed to purchase 50% of the first 10,000 ounces of gold produced at Summit at a price of $400 per
ounce. After Summit produces 10,000 ounces, Sandstorm receives 22% of gold production for the rest of the mine’s life.

The mine began producing last year, allowing Sandstorm to purchase 118 ounces of gold. Production is expect-
ed to hit 4,000 ounces of gold in 2011 before reaching a full production rate of 10,000 ounces per year in 2012.

Sandstorm inked the biggest deal of its short history in November 2010, when it acquired a 12% interest in
gold produced at the Black Fox mine in Ontario, Canada. The company will pay $500 an ounce to Brigus Gold,
which owns 100% of the mine.

Black Fox is already up and running. Brigus produced 67,500 ounces of gold at the mine during 2010. The
current plan is to expand production to 110,000 ounces of gold by 2012. Based on proven and probable reserves,
Sandstorm’s share of future production amounts to 108,800 ounces of gold. We expect Sandstorm to receive about
13,000 ounces of gold per year for the next decade.

This February, Sandstorm signed a slightly riskier deal for 20% of an early-stage project in Quebec, Canada.
The Bachelor Lake project is owned by Metanor Resources – an exploration-stage company. 

Metanor is in the process of developing Bachelor Lake. Drilling results show a rich deposit, with some samples
containing more than 11 grams of gold per tonne of ore. The mine will not be completed until the end of 2012.

While this type of early-stage project carries more uncertainty, the potential upside for Sandstorm is much high-
er. Metanor’s initial study of Bachelor Lake showed production of 200,000 ounces of gold over an initial three-and-a-
half-year mine life. Based on production estimates, Bachelor Lake will generate 60,000 ounces of gold per year.

We believe these figures are conservative. Sandstorm could end up with a huge winner at Bachelor Lake as fur-
ther drilling reveals more deposits that could be targeted in future years. 

Based on the 60,000 ounce production estimate, Sandstorm will be making $12 million in profit per year on
a $20 million total investment. That’s a great rate of return.

Finally, the Ming mine is a property on the Canadian island of Newfoundland. In March 2010, Sandstorm
signed a deal with the mine’s owner, Rambler Metals & Mining. Sandstorm paid a total of $20 million to help
Rambler develop the Ming mine, which is expected to begin production during the second half of this year.

The Ming mine is expected to produce 13,000 ounces of gold per year. Sandstorm will receive 25% of the
first 175,000 ounces of gold produced during the mine’s lifetime. After that milestone is hit, Sandstorm receives
12% of the remaining annual production. 

Unlike the company’s other deals, Sandstorm won’t make any per-ounce payment to Rambler for this gold
stream. Based on Ming’s proven and probable reserves, Sandstorm looks to eventually receive about 37,000 ounces
of gold from this project without having to pay an additional cent. That works out to more than $55 million at
the current gold price.

Putting It All Together…
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For some investors, going over the intricate details of Sandstorm’s projects could get overwhelming. After all,
the royalty model is different for each project. 

To put all of this in perspective, Sandstorm is about to make a boatload of money. In 2011, four of its six
projects will be producing gold. By 2013, the company estimates it will receive 50,000 ounces of gold. 

The chart below shows Sandstorm will generate roughly $50 million in cash flow in 2013. That’s assuming
the company’s forecast of 50,000 ounces of gold delivered is accurate. Keep in mind, problems with any one mine
could disrupt this projection. But we need a rough benchmark to gauge Sandstorm’s future value. 

However, we also provided some other cash flow forecasts based on gold prices ranging from $900 an ounce
(super conservative) to $5,000 an ounce (super aggressive).

If the U.S. dollar really runs into trouble in the next few years, gold could easily go to $2,000 per ounce. This would
make for $80 million in annual cash flow. If Sandstorm were valued at 15 times cash flow in this situation, the market cap
would be $1.2 billion. This would be an increase of nearly 300% from its current market cap of $316 million.

Again, plenty of “bad” things can happen that would reduce the amount of gold ounces Sandstorm can collect
royalties on. We’re simply highlighting the upside gold leverage that Sandstorm can provide.

At $5,000 an ounce, cash flow will skyrocket to $200 million. This estimate is not far-fetched when you read
what the CEO of Sandstorm has to say about gold prices below. The next question is: What do we have to pay for
Sandstorm and what could the market pay for it later?

Based on 2013 estimates, Sandstorm is trading at a 5.7 times cash flow right now - a significant discount to
its competitors...

The market assigns a lower multiple for Sandstorm
because it is such a new company in this space. It doesn’t
have the portfolio or track record of a Silver Wheaton or
Royal Gold. But that’s what we specialize in at Phase 1…
finding potentially big winners that could produce incredi-
ble track records, services, or products. We take on a little
more risk with new companies for potentially huge payoffs.

Royalty companies usually trade at roughly 15 times
cash flow. In other words, Sandstorm would have to
jump more than 160% just to trade at the average
cash flow ratio for royalty companies. That also
assumes $1,500 gold prices. 

But that’s just half the story… 

Sandstorm is expected to generate tens of millions of dollars in cash flow in the coming years. As the money
from these existing projects pours in, the company will be able to invest in more attractive projects.

This process is how we expect Sandstorm to grow into a much bigger company in just a few years –
while generating huge profits for early investors.

Sandstorm Gold: Estimated Cash Flow / Gold Prices

Gold prices $900 $1,400 $2,000 $5,000 

Est. Gold Delivered 2013 (oz) 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000

Est. Operating Cash Flow $20M $50M $80M $200M
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For example, five years ago, Royal Gold generated $28 million in
revenue from 16 royalty projects. Today, the company has twice as
many projects. Over the past 12 months, Royal Gold generated almost
$200 million in revenue. That’s more than 600% higher in five years.

One of the few risks to this business model is gold prices. If
the yellow metal collapses, margins will shrink. Sandstorm won’t
make as much money on its gold if prices fall from $1,500 an
ounce to $1,000.

Based on the current macro environment, gold prices are like-
ly to remain well over $1,300 an ounce over the long-term. In fact,
Nolan believes gold prices could jump more than 200% higher
from current levels. Here’s why… 

Gold at $5,000 an Ounce 

In a recent interview on Business News Network, Nolan said he
doesn’t see the world’s financial system collapsing. However, he
believes various governments around the world will have to devalue
their currencies for years to get their economies back on track.
Ultimately, that will open the door for gold to be a “viable currency.”

He says… “When that happens, there’s simply not enough
gold in the world at today’s prices for it to be a viable currency.
That means prices will have to go much higher.”

Based on this scenario, Nolan believes gold prices could run past $5,000 an ounce within three to five years.
That’s more than 230% higher than the current price. If Nolan is correct, Sandstorm will easily be a five-bagger. 

I also checked in with one of the smartest gold analysts in the world, John Doody. He is not as optimistic as
Nolan (after all, we expect the CEO of a gold company to be bullish on theh metal), but John sees a steady rise in
prices going forward. 

John writes the Gold Analyst Report. He’s been following gold for more than three decades. His stock picks
have outperformed the S&P 500 index by more than 1,300% over the past 10 years.

John says gold prices have plenty of room to move higher. His top indicator is the “Real Interest Rate.” The
Real Interest Rate is the rate of return on your cash in the bank, minus inflation. Right now, it’s negative. 

Gold pays no interest. If money in the bank is paying a good interest rate, holding cash is more attractive than
holding gold.

But right now, bank rates are paying next to nothing in interest. Plus, inflation is over 1.5% in the U.S. That
means the real interest rate is negative, and gold is more attractive than cash.

During times of negative real interest rates, gold stocks soar. And with the job market remaining weak and the
U.S. economy growing less than 2%, the real interest rate will remain negative for at least another two years –
probably much longer.

Based on our analysis, Sandstorm has enormous upside potential. It’s the only pure play gold royalty company.
Even better – we’re getting in early. And we believe gold prices will move higher in the years ahead. 

Also, Nolan has a great track record for producing 1,000%-plus returns on royalty streaming companies.
Sandstorm could be his next billion-dollar project. 

Some U.S. investors are leery of buy-
ing stocks that trade on foreign exchanges.
Please don’t let that stop you from buy-
ing Sandstorm Gold. Canada is host to
some of the biggest mining companies in
the world. Buying stocks that trade on the
Toronto exchange is no different than
buying U.S. stocks, but the process can
vary depending on which brokerage you
use. For example, buying Sandstorm Gold
is easy using E*Trade, but you have to
select “CA” for “Canada” on the small
pull-down menu right next to the search
bar where you enter a ticker. 

Some brokers may not have their
online operations set up for stocks that
trade on non-U.S. exchanges. You may
have to place a phone call with them to
buy Sandstorm Gold on the Toronto
Exchange. You can find the quote on
Sandstorm on most websites including
Yahoo Finance. The Yahoo Finance sym-
bol is SSL.V.
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Action to take: Buy Sandstorm Gold under $1.20 a share. We will use a 50% trailing stop loss on our position.

Sandstorm Gold is a small-cap company. It trades about 500,000 shares a day. Our recommendation could result
in a spike in the stock. We’ve seen this happen to several of our small-cap resource recommendations in the past.

Our advice is “don’t chase the stock.” If shares jump to more than $1.20… be patient on your entry. Most of
these spikes are temporary. The stock usually falls back below our buy-up-to price within a few weeks. 

Also, our conference call with Nolan Watson is scheduled for Tuesday, June 21. Nolan is considered one of the
brightest young minds in the resource industry. Plus, John Doody – one of the world’s best gold analysts – will
participate on the call. 

It’s important you listen in to this conference call. It will give you a deeper understanding of the royalty-
streaming business. Also, Nolan will discuss his long-term goals for the company. 

Portfolio Review

To say the stocks in our portfolio have been volatile is an understatement. In the past two months, we’ve seen
positions trade in 30% to 40% trading ranges. 

Keep in mind: When it comes to “venture” investing in early-stage, small cap companies, these sorts of swings
are not unusual. Our companies often do not have traditional assets investors can use to value the company. Much
of the value in our companies is in the potential future value of their new technology… or the potential of their
resource deposit. This creates high volatility in our investments. But as early-stage investors, that’s what we expect.

For example, we saw Paramount Gold & Silver (AMEX: PZG) fall from $4 to $2.80 and then jump back to
$3.50 in less than 45 days. Mirasol Resources (TSX V: MRZ) fell from $7.50 to $4.50 last month before rocket-
ing back to $6. These huge whipsaws have come on little or no news.

Again, these moves can be extreme. But our long-term outlook on these stocks has not changed. We believe
Paramount and Mirasol still have huge upside potential over the next three years. They are up 340% and 158%,
respectively, since our recommendations. Both are “holds” at current prices.

We bring up these two stocks because volatility in most of our small-cap positions will likely continue for the
remainder of the year. There are plenty of risks in the marketplace.

Politicians are trying to tackle our huge deficit problem… Federal stimulus (QE2) is expected to end this
month… Growth economies like China and India are slowing... And European nations like Greece, Italy, and
Portugal will need more bailout money…

By staying the course and focusing on the long-term picture, we did not sell out of some of our positions at
their lows. In fact, our Phase 1 portfolio outperformed the markets over the past 30 days.

This long-term style of investing is needed for our theses to play out on many of our stocks. Companies like
NVE Corp., Nautilus Minerals, and Cytori Therapeutics have technology that could change the landscape of their
industries. If successful, these companies could jump several hundred percent.

Our resource stocks are also well positioned to benefit from rising gold and silver prices. But these moves won’t hap-
pen overnight or even over a few months. It’s important to keep a long-term focus when buying stocks in our portfolio.

Moving on to some more of our names…

Canyon Services (TSX: FRC) – our fracking company – is about to finalize its pumping capacity from
75,000 hydraulic horsepower (HHP) to 225,000 HHP. That’s great news for the company. Based on its last quar-
ter earnings reported on May 10, demand is off the charts.
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The company increased its job count to 738 from 651 from last year’s comparable quarter. Margins are at an
all-time high. Revenue jumped to $100 million for the quarter – up 17% from just three months ago.

Canyon remains fully booked for 2011 and already taking orders for 2012. Demand for its fracking equip-
ment is soaring. This trend will likely continue for at least the next three years. Also, we expect Canyon to expand
its services outside Canada into the U.S. and maybe Europe.

The company is firing on all cylinders. We believe shares will trade for more than $20 in the next 12 months
and much higher longer-term. Canyon is a “buy” up to $14.

On May 13, Magma Energy completed its merger with Plutonic Power. In connection with the agreement,
Magma changed its name to Alterra Power. The new symbol is TSX: AXY.

Over the past few months, the geothermal company has drifted lower alongside most alternative energy
stocks. The selloff comes on the heels of strong third-quarter results - which were reported on May 16.

We may see more bad headlines surrounding alternative energy. After all, alternatives are expensive, and most
are subsidized by governments from around the world. The major problem is many countries are carrying huge
debt loads. That means some subsidies may be cut.

Even with this risk, the selloff in Alterra seems overdone. Shares are trading near book value. The Street is
assuming the company will have little or no growth in the coming years. That’s certainly not the case based on its
HS Orka, Soda Lake, and Mariposa projects.

We suggest using the weakness as a buying opportunity.

Magellan Petroleum (Nasdaq: MPET) pushed sharply lower over the past few days on Monday’s news that
the company will scrap its $100 million Evans Shoal project. The selloff is overdone. We believe the pullback
represents a fantastic buying opportunity. Here’s why…

The Evans Shoal project in Australia holds 6.6 trillion cubic feet of gas and 30 million barrels of condensate. It was
expected to be the foundation for a gigantic methanol plant in Darwin. MPET put down $25 million for the project.

But management said the company was having problems with contractors and suppliers. In other words, MPET
underestimated the politics involved with building a large plant in a foreign country. So it has scrapped the project.

The Evans Shoal plant was one of the reasons we recommended the stock. MPET will get $10 million out of
the $25 million deposit back. But under the terms of the deal, Santos (the operator) will keep $15 million. 

Following the resulting selloff, MPET now has a market cap of $75 million. The company owns 22,000
acres in the Bakken Shale – one of the biggest shale regions in the world. Each acre fetches between $2,600 and
more than $5,000 depending on the location. At $3,000 an acre times 22,000, MPET could sell that property for
at least $66 million today.

MPET also has $26 million in net cash. That puts its market cap at $92 million. The company also owns
assets in the Mereenie and Palm Valley oil and gas fields in Australia and the Weald-Wessex Basins in the U.K. We
believe these assets are worth at least $30 million – likely much more.

Based on our analysis, MPET’s market cap should be at least $122 million. That’s 60% higher than the cur-
rent price. That also assumes the company will not hit on any of its planned wells in Australia, U.K., or the
Bakken – with oil prices trading north of $100 a barrel.

The Evans Shoal news is disappointing. But the selloff over the past few days seems extreme. We suggest
adding to your positions at current levels.

Looking at our regenerative medicine names… Cytori Therapeutics (Nasdaq: CYTX) pulled back about 20%
over the past month. This isn’t a huge surprise considering the 80% jump in share between February and April. 
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Quarterly results, released on May 5, disappointed. The company didn’t maintain the brisk sales rate that
investors saw during the last couple quarters. 

Cytori remains the leader in the early-stage world of regenerative medicine. In light of the double-digit share
gains during the first half of 2011, we believe the recent pullback is related to the potential for the company to
raise more money via a new stock offering.

While we’re not fans of these dilutive offerings, they’re common among small-cap companies looking to
finance their huge growth plans. If shares of Cytori continue to pull back, we would recommend buying if it trades
for less than our $4.75 buy-up-to price. For now, shares are a “hold.”

Our other regenerative name – Athersys (Nasdaq: ATHX) – held up well during the broad market weakness over
the past month. The stock hasn’t had a big upside move like Cytori, so there’s less room for short-term disappointment. 

Athersys released positive phase I results for its MultiStem treatment in reducing “graft vs. host” disease
(GvHD) in patients undergoing bone marrow transplants. Phase I trials simply test for safety, so the positive results
aren’t a game changer for the company.

However, Athersys is making progress developing its early-stage MultiStem programs including applications in
heart disease, ulcerative colitis, strokes, and spinal cord injuries. Shares are a “buy” up to $2.90.

Our technology picks – O2Micro (Nasdaq: OIIM), Integrated Device Technology (Nasdaq: IDTI), and
NVE Corp. (Nasdaq: NVEC) – held steady during May. This week, O2Micro announced it received 12 new
patents for its battery-state monitoring circuitry. These patents will help the company solidify its position in the
booming device market. Battery life is a major factor for both consumers and manufacturers. O2Micro’s technolo-
gy helps extend the life of devices ranging from cell phones to tablet computers.

The company’s recent unexceptional earnings report resulted from the weak outlook for demand for LCD tel-
evisions. We view the company’s TV-related products as a solid business that will continue to generate profits as
O2Micro pushes into the growing potential of mobile devices.

After a big move higher following our February report, shares have settled back near our original recommen-
dation price. O2Micro is a “buy” at current levels.

Integrated Device Technology also delivered strong results during May. Highlights included bookings – a
measure of future orders – and better-than-expected margins. Management said it expects growth from its con-
sumer division, where power-management products should be in demand over the next year or more.

We view IDT as an under-the-radar name that will be a huge beneficiary of the boom in tablets and other
mobile devices. Shares are a “buy” trading for a little less than our $8 buy-up-to price.

Our most recent recommendation, NVE Corp., had a quiet month. The company posted its fourth-quarter
results the day before our report came out. Since then, the stock has traded steadily around the $60 level as many
other small caps pulled back. 

We have huge long-term expectations for NVE, which will benefit from a huge technology shift over the next
few years. Over the next 12 months, we expect the company to announce new deals in which it licenses its
MRAM patents to major tech players. NVE is a “buy.”

Good investing,

Frank Curzio
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Phase 1 Investor Portfolio Performance
Prices as of June 1, 2011

Reference Reference Recent Buy-up-to Total

Investment Symbol Date Price Price Price Return* Status

Technology and Biotech
Enzon Pharmaceuticals ENZN 1/27/10 $9.87 $10.27 $11.00 4.1% Buy
Myrexis MYRX 6/25/09 $4.76 $4.15 $5.00 -12.8% Buy
Cytori Therapeutics CYTX 6/3/10 $4.55 $5.42 $4.75 19.1% Hold
Athersys ATHX 6/3/10 $2.82 $2.88 $2.90 2.1% Buy
O2Micro International OIIM 5/5/10 $6.92 $6.93 $7.50 0.1% Buy
Integrated Device Technology IDTI 5/5/10 $7.26 $7.93 $8.00 9.2% Buy
NVE Corp NVEC 5/5/11 $55.71 $57.80 $66.00 3.8% Buy
Resource Development & Mining

Paramount Gold and Silver Corp. PZG 4/14/09 $0.74 $3.26 $1.25 340.5% Hold
Magellan Petroleum Corp MPET 2/24/10 $1.64 $1.45 $1.95 -11.6% Buy
Virginia Mines VGQ.TO 3/29/10 $6.44 $8.29 $7.50 28.7% Hold
Esperanza Silver EPZ.V 3/29/10 $1.32 $1.59 $1.45 20.5% Hold
Nautilus Minerals NUS.TO 7/8/10 $2.59 $2.68 $2.25 3.5% Hold
Kaminak Gold KAM.V 9/2/10 $3.13 $3.44 $3.50 9.9% Buy
Mirasol Resources MRZ.V 9/2/10 $2.30 $5.93 $2.50 157.8% Hold
Almaden Minerals AAU 9/2/10 $2.14 $3.64 $2.50 70.1% Hold
Eurasian Minerals EMX.V 1/6/10 $2.90 $2.75 $2.90 -5.2% Buy
Canyon Services FRC.TO 4/7/11 $13.42 $15.25 $13.65 13.6% Hold
Sandstorm Gold SSL.V 6/2/11 NEW $0.99 $1.20 NEW Buy
Special Situations

Molina Healthcare** MOH 11/30/09 $13.96 $26.27 $22.00 88.2% Hold
Alico ALCO 7/23/10 $22.66 $24.86 $25.00 10.2% Buy
Alterra Power^ AXY.TO 8/5/10 $1.13 $0.87 $1.35 -23.0% Buy
1st United Bancorp FUBC 3/3/11 $6.54 $5.97 $7.50 -8.7% Buy

*Total Return includes income.
^ Stock name/symbol changed from Magma Energy/MXY.TO.
** Reference price has been changed to reflect 3:2 split in May 2011.
This portfolio is not intended to represent the exact prices at which you could get in or out of a stock; rather, it represents the value of our insights at the time our
material is published.

How to use a trailing stop: A stop loss is a predetermined price at which you will sell a stock in case it declines. A ‘trailing stop’ is a stop loss that ‘trails’ a stock as it
rises. For example, let’s say you set a 25% trailing stop on a stock you purchase for $10. If the stock rises to $20, you would move your trailing stop to $15 ($5 is
25% of $20, $20 - $5 is $15). Only use closing prices, and never enter your stop into the market. For more information, see our frequently asked questions at
www.stansberryresearch.com/secure/faq.asp. 


